patient care recliner

Harmony
C Series

HARMONY C-207
Shown in optional
Silvertex Sapphire vinyl

HARMONY C-207
Shown in optional
Silvertex Plata vinyl

COMFORT AND POSITIONING

FOCUSED ON WHAT MAT TERS

Harmony
patient care recliner

Optional Silvertex vinyl containing silver nitrate*
Available in several colours, it is an ideal material
to help combat the spread of infections
* Silver nitrate is recognized for its antibacterial properties

Removable high resilience foam cushions
for easy cleaning and superior comfort

Three swivel wheels with brakes and
a front right directional wheel

Ergonomic, Attractive and Sturdy

Seat tilting system allows
the occupant to push back
and recline easily

Upper backrest with push bar
(helps the caregiver
tilt the chair)

The ideal combination of comfort and function
Providing height adjustability, versatility and excellent value, the Harmony patient care recliner
can be used for taking blood samples, specific treatments, general care and prolonged sitting.
It is suitable for both short and long-term care establishments.
OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES

C-C 1

C-C 2

C-C 4

C-C6

C-C 8

C-C 9

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

C-C1

Left or right lateral tray

C-C2

Adjustable elbow supports

C-C3

Adjustable IV pole, rear installation

C-C3A

Adjustable IV pole, front installation

C-C3B

Adaptor for IV pole with 1/2" round tube

C-C4

Elevating footrest support

C-C5

Set of four (4) swivel wheels with brakes

C-C6

Self-storing, removable footrests

C-C7

Side bolster cushions

C-C8

Opaque activity tray

C-C8-2

Activity tray with Lexan window

C-C9

Lateral support bracket for storing activity tray

C-C10

PRE-CURE® PRO cushion allows the insertion
of speciality pressure management gels/foams

C-C11

Inclined armrest for blood sample

AB-08H

Contoured headrest

AC-04

Leatherette padded tray cover

AE-02

Catheter drainage bag hook

RA-03

Lateral tray straps

RA-03A

Wrap-around tray strap

RA-19

Universal perineal abductor kit with black fixing mat

RA-23

4" (10 cm) lateral trunk supports with backrest canvas

RA-24

6" (15 cm) lateral trunk supports with backrest canvas

RB-18

Cervical support

Vinyl upholstery standard. Crypton fabric and Silvertex vinyl available as options.
Meets CA TB117-2013 fire standards.

TECHNIC AL SPECIFIC ATIONS
C-207-20

C-C 10

C-C 11

RB-18

Overall width

28 ½" / 72 cm

Upright length

36 ½" / 93 cm

Reclined length

70" / 178 cm

Upright height

46 ½" / 118 cm

Seat/floor height

Adjustable from 17 ½" to 20 ½" (44 to 52 cm)

Seat width

20 ¼" / 51 cm

Seat depth

Adjustable from 17" to 18 ½" (43 to 47 cm)

Seat/backrest angle

Adjustable from 95 to 108 degrees

Weight w/o accessories

80 lbs. / 36 kg

Maximum weight capacity

250 lbs. / 114 kg

Please note that technical specifications are subject to change without notice.
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Visit our website or contact us for more details about our range of products.
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